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IIси C'^jjcrimüntal results v;hat

confirm the same generation mecha-

nism and essential properties of

plas.ua double layers formed in col-

lisional and collisionless plasmas

are presented.

Introduction

Plasma double layers (PDLs)

have find an increasing interest in

recent years /1/. Some of its essen-

tial properties, for exemplo the ne-

gative resistance behaviour and con-

sequently its capability to enter-

tain electrical oscillations (insta-

bilities) in a proper resonant sys-

tem have been first cvidenciated

(for a PDL existing in an anode glow)

in the papers /2,3/. Although this

PDL appears' in a collislonal (dis-

charge )p1acma (Cl>) as it was shown

in /4/, hi о properties and generati-

on .uechiiuiujn are the sanie as for the

PDL formed in a plasma without colli-

sions botv/oen charged particles (col-

lisionleos CLP)/5/. In every case

the inelastic collisions (quantum

processes) taking place between plan-

ma electrons, accelerated in a local

field up to near the same oriented

velocity and the neutral particles

of the background cases (atoms, rae-

tastablos,otc) create the conditions

for the PDL formation.

Experimental device and results

The used experimental device

is shown in fig.l. I'be placma source

I' consists of a molybden cylinder

whose inner surface was covered

with a K
+
 emitting substance (IS)

and a barium oxide cathode (ES).

GT П P h o t o r n u l t-

2kft

Fig.1
The heating current of IS and ES can

be modified independently. An elec-

trode A positively biased with reo-

pect to P was placed in a metallic

cylinder ЫС, closed with a metallic

foil 7 having a circular hole H

(4 mm in diameter). The local plas-

ma parameters viere meaosured by me-

ans of a heated probe S used as

Lan^muir probe аз well. The used va-

cuum device was a glass tube (GT)

having the inner surface covered

with a metal foil v/ith a small slit.

Between P and A an external capa-

citor С сап be connected.

The properties of the PDL, for-

med in front of H in CP and CLP con-

ditions are tested. The increasing

of the supply voltage V3(fi£.2 a ) ,

Defonejalter Vq
apparitionofAr*

P= 3.10-3 Torr

without Ar

Fig.2

without C,involves, starting from a
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certain value, the apparition of a

EDL with a potential drop Vpm, end

local light intensity ploted In fig.

3 a and b. Wheti V B attains the value

7^ a jump of the potential differen-

ce between P and A, Vp. , may be ob-

served. Simultaneously the current

Unm 5mm
Fig.3

flowing through H as well as the

light Xlemited from this region sud-

denly increase (fig.2 b and c). When

the A-voltage coresponds to V^ one

observe after connecting of С the ap-

parition of relaxation oscillations

whose amplitudes OV can attain valu-

es near equal to the ionlzation po-

tential of the background gase and

frequencies depending also of the

C-value (fig.4 a ) . In fig.4 b the

oscillating current ОС is ploted.

= 5000pF
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ОС JLJL -.A
P*3;1O'3-Í- 2.10"4Torr

Conclussions

In the described experiment

(analogues situation exist in many

experimental devices in which PDL is

generated) the presence' of Я modifies

the local field so that the slow e-

lectrons originate from the souroun-

ding plasma are accelerated up to

final velocities for which a relative

great number of inelastic collisions

with the background gas neutrals

(atoms, metastables,etc) takes place.

These quantum processes, evidencla-

ted also by the local light emission,

act like a transformer of electrons

with oriented velocities' in a loca-

ted group (negative space charge) of

thermalized electrons. Adjacent to

this negative space charge (sheath) -

a sheath of positive ions (K } ori-

ginate from the plasma situated at

the same side with the positively

biased elcctrod io formed. This

double sheath (PDL) generated in this

way is the cause (and not inversely

as is generally accepted) which mai-

ntains (imposes) the potential of

the two plasmas, delimited by the

PDL, at two different values. The

PDL potential drop assures the vali-

dity of the equation of continuity

for the current flowing between P

and A. The PDL potential drop in a

CP is always limited to the value

for which ionization of background

gas atoms takes place at it positive

end. The new positive ions (Ar+) ap-

pearing in this case, are accelera-

ted towards the negative end of the

PDL and determine a diminution . of

the PDL potential difference (cau-

sed by the diminution of the negati-

ve charge exces). When the PDb is

included in an electrical circuit

containing a resonant system the

number of electrons arriving the ne-

gative end of the PDL can be perio-

dically changed (triggered) by the

electrical field corresponding to

the oscillations of this system

/5,6/. The increase of the electron

concentration at the negative end

of the Pill determine an increase of

the PDL potential drop so that, in

a certain phase of the oscillation
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Ar ionc at the pocitive end of the

PDL are created. Because the Ar new

formed move towards the negative end

of the PDL (the simultaneously new

created electrons are rapidly col-

lected by the positive electrode) a

соНарзе of the PDL potential drop,

accompanied with a suddenly increa-

sing of the current flovdng through

the PDL, can be observed (negative

resistance behaviour). As was shown

in /7/ such situations frequently

exist in divers plasma devices where

the PDL is connected with -a system

capable to oscillate with a proper

frequency. This resonant system can

include also external reactive ele-

ments /5/. In many cases the reso-

nant system consists of a plasma

column oscillating at a proper mode

/7,8/. In this case the modification

of charged particles concentration

caused by oscillations modifies also

the local potential difference at

the ends of the PDL so that its col-

lapse ia produced periodically. Du-

ring the collapse the PDL delivers

the energy necessary to entertain

the oscillations. The collapse is

also accompanied by the starting of

movable sheath which moves through

the plasma column and assures in

certain conditions, an inner trig-

gering mechanism /9,10/. In the ne-

gative space charge also resulting

in a CLP after the mentioned quantum

ргосезвев the local charged partic-

les concentration io modified rela-

ted to the sourounding plasma so

that (in an oscillatory state,for а

short time interval) the came ioniza-

tion phenomena like those in а СР can

be produced.
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